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Editorial 
Radical Writing in Children’s Books – an 
interesting subject, I hope, but what does 
‘radical’ mean in such a context? Going to 
the OED (volume VIII, 1914) I learn it means 
‘of or pertaining to a root or roots’ and 
‘going to the root or origin’. Looking at a 
more contemporary definition I see it 
takes on the meaning of ‘supporting 
change’. It is this sense of change – of 
writing that widens horizons and presents 
the potential for new ideas; writing that 
doesn’t pigeonhole its audience that Kim 
Reynold’s identifies in her article 
‘Discovering Radical Writing for Children 
and Young People’.  

What is particularly interesting is to realise 
that radical writing is not confined to a 
limited subject area. The Little Rebels 
Award highlights this as Fen Coles and 
Catherine Barter demonstrate, talking 
about how the award began, has grown 
and the range of authors and titles that 
have won it. Here we see books that are 
fun, that take young readers on 
adventures, that introduce them to history 
– books to enjoy and inspire, but that also 
present ideas and challenges across a 
variety of fields. One particular area is our 
current climate crisis and the need to 
create a better environment for humans 
and the natural world. This is of particular 
interest to Gill Lewis (herself a Little 
Rebels winner) who strongly believes that 
the best writing for young people about 
this subject is radical and can help change 
attitudes, empowering young readers to 
think and act. She illustrates this by 
directing attention to books that will do 
just that. 

Radical writing, however, is not a new 
phenomenon. As Jane Badger 
demonstrates Anna Sewell in writing Black 
Beauty created a truly radical book that 
helped change attitudes – and can still do 
that today. While we may no longer see 
horse-drawn cabs, it can still direct 
attention to our treatment of animals in 
our care. More recently, Robert Leeson 
was a truly radical writer, pushing the 
boundaries in what might be presented in 
children’s fiction at the time as well as 
working to ensure that the gatekeepers – 
librarians and teachers – were challenged 
in how children’s literature should be 
judged. Ann Lazim’s article reminds us of 
the breadth of subjects that Leeson 
tackled, subjects that are still very much in 
the forefront of radical writing today. 

And finally a radical book, a radical 
character, Alice. June Swain reviews and 
comments on the current exhibition at the 
Victoria and Albert Museum, ‘Alice: 
Curiouser and Curiouser’: An ‘immersive 
and mind-bending journey down the 
rabbit hole’. First published in 1865, Alice’s 
Adventures in Wonderland introduced the 
world to a character, who for the first time 
in children’s literature had independence 
and agency, who questioned and acted for 
herself – a character who has over a 
century inspired not just other writers, but 
film makers, designers – and countless 
readers. 

Ferelith Hordon 
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Discovering Radical 
Writing for Children 
and Young People 

Kimberley Reynolds is Professor of Children’s Literature in the School of English 
Literature, Language and Linguistics at Newcastle University in the UK. In 2013 she 
received the International Brothers Grimm Award for her contributions to the field of 
children’s literature research. She conceived and was the first Director of the National 
Centre for Research in Children’s Literature and was involved in founding the UK’s 
Children’s Laureate and setting up Seven Stories, the National Centre for Children’s 
Books. She is a Past President and Honorary Fellow of the International Research 
Society for Children’s Literature and was the first Senior Honorary Fellow of the ARC 
Centre of Excellence for the History of Emotions at the University of Western 
Australia. Currently she is Senior Editor of International Research in Children’s 
Literature and on the scientific board of the Centre for Research on Children’s and 
Young Adult Literature, University of Wroclaw. Recent book-length publications 
include Reading and Rebellion: An Anthology of Radical Writing for Children, 1900–
1960 (co-edited with Jane Rosen and Michael Rosen, 2018); Left Out: The Forgotten 
Tradition of Radical Publishing for Children in Britain, 1910–1949 (2016), and Children’s 
Literature in the Oxford University series of Very Short Introductions (2012). 
https://www.ncl.ac.uk/elll/people/profile/kimreynolds.html#background. 

n 2005, when I began to write Radical Children’s Literature, I was 
finally pulling together ideas that had accumulated over many 
years of teaching children’s literature to a great variety of 

students. I learned much from my students, who came to the 
subject from all kinds of background and many countries. Often 
they knew a great deal more than I did about particular kinds of 
book; perhaps especially contemporary picture books. Adding the 
books they brought to my attention to others I knew from the 
history of children’s publishing, I began to understand picture books 
as a bold, innovative – and much underestimated – art form. The 
further back in the twentieth century I looked, I realised that they 
also disproved the claim put forward by Jacqueline Rose, that 
children’s books as a whole resisted modernism. That claim had 
always disturbed me; especially given the convincing argument 
Juliet Dusinberre develops in Alice to the Lighthouse: Children’s 
Books and Radical Experiments in Art (1987) that the new ways of 
seeing and representing the world associated with modernism in 
early twentieth-century arts and letters can be traced back to 
children’s literature, and especially Lewis Carroll’s Alice books. That 
was the starting point for Radical Children’s Literature: Future 
Visions and Aesthetic Transformations (2007). 

 

I 

https://www.ncl.ac.uk/elll/people/profile/kimreynolds.html#background
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In that book, my thinking about radical writing across all areas and 
age groups of children’s literature (so not just picture books) was 
very broad. I was excited by the many books I knew that used the 
various forms and formats that comprise children’s literature to 
experiment with the medium of storytelling in ways that encourage 
children and young people to think beyond the way things are to 
the way they might be. This was what I then meant by ‘radical’: the 
capacity to encourage imaginative thinking about the possibilities 
of personal, social, political and aesthetic change. 

Radical Children’s Literature focuses on contemporary writing, so, 
with a few exceptions, the books discussed in it were published in 
the second half of the twentieth century. But to engage with and 
extend Dusinberre’s argument, I also looked back to some examples 
from the fin de siècle and the first decades of the last century. As I 
did so, I was struck by significant gaps in what was known about 
early twentieth-century children’s books and their creators. It soon 
became clear that Rose’s claim was at least in part a consequence 
of the way the vast majority of children’s books written between 
1910 and 1950 were dismissed in histories of the subject. As I began 
to investigate, I discovered not just a large body of fascinating but 
forgotten work, but many individuals who vividly recalled reading 
the politically radical books that had been consigned to the back of 
the library stacks – if they were kept at all. What began as a small 
quest to learn about these neglected works grew into a book called 
Left Out: The Forgotten Tradition of Radical Publishing for Children 
in Britain, 1910–1949 (2016), which begins (much remains to be 
done) the task of reconstructing and reconsidering the forgotten 
tradition of radical publishing for children in Britain during the last 
century. 

In order to write that book, I had to define exactly what I meant by 
‘radical children’s literature’. I concluded that to be ‘radical’, writing 
for children must start from the position that both children and 
children’s literature are important in themselves and replete with 
transformational potential. This is demonstrated by doing some or 
all of the following: 

• encouraging social change 
• introducing new visions of society 
• assuming the young are socially aware, competent and 

interested in improving society 
• giving readers the skills, ideas and information necessary to 

effect change 
• aiming for a stable, fair and equal society 
• featuring all kinds of children 
• valuing youthful opinions. 
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In other words, radical children’s literature works to inspire children 
and young people to think independently and to become socially 
and politically engaged. It promotes new liberal and progressive 
visions of society, and encourages readers to prepare themselves 
for the work of bringing about change that benefits the majority of 
people. To this end, radical writers use fiction, non-fiction, 
journalism, verse, graphic novels, picture books and, indeed, any 
genre or format, to raise concerns about injustice, inequality, or 
discrimination. They do this in a number of ways, including by 
promoting equality and peace, discrediting stereotypes, and 
encouraging readers to become aware of the many challenges 
facing the health of the planet and the wellbeing of people in all 
parts of the world. This is how I understand radical writing for 
children. Other scholars and critics have arrived at a slightly 
different set of characteristics. Philip Nel reflects on his own and 
others’ thoughts on the subject in his article, ‘A Manifesto for 
Radical Children’s Literature (and an Argument Against Radical 
Aesthetics)’ in Barnboken: Journal of Children’s Literature Research 
(42, 2019). 

Radical readers 
Jane Rosen and Michael Rosen (not related) were among the 
people I interviewed to find out what kind of radical books they 
read when they were growing up and where they found them. Our 
conversations resulted in a companion book: Reading and Rebellion: 
An Anthology of Radical Writing for Children 1900–1960 (2018). 
Most of the earliest extracts in this collection are from books I 
discuss in Left Out, but those from 1940 onwards were mostly 
chosen by Jane and Michael, who both see reading radical children’s 
books as important in shaping their life-long commitment to 
progressive politics. A writer they both remember and who was one 
of the earliest and most influential proponents of radical children’s 
literature in Britain is Geoffrey Trease. As a young writer in the 
1930s, Trease was struck by the way, almost without exception, the 
world shown in children’s books was dominated by white, 
patriarchal, Christian, upper- and middle-class values and a world 
view in which Britons were pre-eminent. He determined to create a 
new kind of children’s book, free from the traditional stereotypes 
and world views. While working in the USSR in 1935, he wrote a 
letter titled ‘Revolutionary Literature for the Young’, which 
appeared in the journal International Literature: Organ of the 
International Union of Revolutionary Writers. The letter is both a 
diagnosis of what he regarded as the ills of children’s literature and 
a call for writers to help overthrow the existing canon and replace it 
with an alternative body of progressive writing. 
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This is what we have to do, then. To build up alongside the 
growing revolutionary literature of the adults a corresponding 
body of literature for the young  . . . We must create our own 
juvenile writers, who choose this genre seriously as their special 
craft, and make a study of the technique with which they can 
successfully approach the child. Our editors and publishers . . . 
must set their faces resolutely against anything which falls below 
a certain standard. And above all they must guard against the 
type of material which, while ideologically excellent, lacks the 
interest essential to the child’s enjoyment . . . (p.101) 

In line with his own vision, Trease produced children’s books, wrote 
articles explaining the need for change, spoke at venues up and 
down the country to audiences of adults and children alike, and 
reviewed any publication for children with left-wing sympathies he 
could locate. Together with a few sympathetic publishers, including 
Victor Gollancz and Martin Lawrence, he effectively created the 
British tradition of radical children’s literature. Not all radical writing 
read in Britain was produced here, however. Reading and Rebellion 
includes extracts from many books that were originally published 
elsewhere: usually the USSR, Germany or the USA. Often these were 
circulated by the Communist Party of Great Britain or found at 
bazaars and other fund-raising events for the Party. 

Despite my admiration for what he achieved, I think Trease 
overstates his case. A great many children’s books from all periods 
can be classified as radical, and in Radical Children’s Literature 
I show that radicalism can have a variety of targets and take many 
forms. Currently, a conscious commitment to radical writing is 
undergoing a revival. This is perhaps most easily seen in connection 
with the Little Rebels Book Award given by the Alliance of Radical 
Booksellers (see https://littlerebels.org/). Launched in 2012, it was 
created precisely to celebrate radical children’s books, and year on 
year the number of nominations, participating publishers and books 
eligible for this award have grown steadily. This can only be a good 
thing (though I echo Trease’s concern about the need to combine 
quality writing and imagination with radical thinking). Given the 
many serious problems that are currently affecting how we live: a 
pandemic, multiple conflicts, global warming, rises in the numbers 
of refugees, trafficked and enslaved people (including children), 
unemployment and the instability of global finances, it has rarely 
been more important for the rising generation to be well-informed, 
to learn new skills, and to be prepared to help with the work of 
making the world safer, fairer and more sustainable. Organisations 
such as IBBY can do much to promote awareness of radical 
children’s literature in the UK and between countries. 
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Question & Answer 
Session – Little 
Rebels Award 

Catherine Barter is co-manager of radical booksellers Housmans and co-coordinator, 
with Letterbox Library, of the Little Rebels Award. She is also a young adult author: 
her novels Troublemakers and We Played With Fire are published by Andersen Press. 
Fen Coles is a co-director at Letterbox Library, a 36-year-old, not-for-profit children’s 
booksellers specialising in equality, diversity and inclusion. She also co-runs the Little 
Rebels Award for Radical Children’s Fiction and is on the Steering Committee for the 
CLPE’s (Centre for Literacy in Primary Education) Reflecting Realities Project. She has 
a PhD (2005) and an MA (1995) in Interdisciplinary Women's Studies. Before joining 
Letterbox Library in 2005, Fen worked for over 10 years in the charity sector within 
several women’s and LGBTQ+ rights organisations and was a tutor in Lesbian Cultural 
Studies at Warwick University. 

1. What was the catalyst for the creation of the Little 
Rebels Award – The Eureka Moment? 
Some years ago, Ross Bradshaw from radical indie publisher, Five 
Leaves Publications, blogged about a group of ‘grizzled veterans’ 
coming together to plot a revival of the UK’s radical book trade 
(http://fiveleavespublications.blogspot.com/2014/05/london-
radical-bookfair-past-present.html). The Alliance of Radical 
Booksellers (ARB) was born soon afterwards, in 2010, swiftly 
followed by the inaugural adult Bread & Roses Award for Radical 
Publishing in 2012 and then the first London Radical Bookfair. 

Just one year later, enthused by the support for this radical 
literature renaissance, Ross and Nik Górecki from Housmans 
Bookshop decided the ARB should launch a parallel book award for 
children and so they approached ARB member Letterbox Library, a 
children’s bookseller specialising in inclusive- and social-justice 
themed books since 1983. Letterbox Library was absolutely thrilled 
and set about establishing and then administering the Little Rebels 
Award for Radical Children’s Fiction on the ARB’s behalf. The award 
aimed to celebrate the best in politically thoughtful and provocative 
fiction for young children, referencing a small existing canon of UK 
radical children’s literature and, hopefully, nurturing and growing 
this catalogue into the future. 

Five years on, the rising popularity of the Little Rebels Award was 
stretching Letterbox Library staff beyond capacity and they took a 
step back, leaving it in the secure hands of one of London’s oldest 
radical booksellers, Housmans Bookshop, for a year. Since then, 

 

http://fiveleavespublications.blogspot.com/2014/05/london-radical-bookfair-past-present.html
http://fiveleavespublications.blogspot.com/2014/05/london-radical-bookfair-past-present.html
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Letterbox Library and Housmans Bookshop have joined forces to 
manage an award which always seems to risk swallowing up its 
organisers with the ever-multiplying number of submissions it 
attracts and the ever-growing interest from people hungry for and 
curious about a children’s booklist which is, perhaps, a little more 
eclectic and unusual than the usual front-of-house fare. 

2. Why did you feel the Little Rebels Award was so 
necessary? Is this still true? 
A quick glance at the Nielsen charts for the top-selling children’s 
titles will show, week on week, a cultural product dominated by a 
narrow range of genres and formats and by a handful of big names, 
whether celebrity authors or longstanding grand darlings of the 
literary world. This is always doubly true of the pre-teen categories 
(the Little Rebels Award is for literature targeted at 0–12 year olds). 
This isn’t to diminish those works but it does expose a truncated 
literary landscape and one which is very rarely centred on 
empowering children to think independently, to wrestle with Big 
Ideas and to ask questions in what feels like an increasingly 
turbulent world. This lack has felt especially gaping these last few 
years as vast global social issues have enveloped children’s lives 
either directly or through ubiquitous news feeds – from climate 
change to the rise in people fleeing their homelands, to the Me Too 
protests to Black Lives Matter, to the strengthened trans equality 
movement. We cannot doubt the impact these issues have had on 
children’s lives, particularly when we witness so many young people 
taking up placards themselves, figuratively and literally, through 
social media campaigns and street activism. 

Children’s literature can provide children and young people with the 
tools they need to navigate this world and it can reflect back and 
commend children’s own existing activism. This is the body of work 
which the Little Rebels Award celebrates, bringing progressive 
children’s fiction to the fore. The award respects young people’s 
hunger for critical thinking and believes in their capacity to effect 
real change. In spotlighting these thoughtful, provocative and 
exciting narratives, the award’s shortlist also very often ends up 
amplifying authors and illustrators who have been traditionally 
marginalised or sidestepped by the industry. 

3. How do you see ‘radical writing’? How does it differ 
from other writing for young people? How does it 
stand out? What criteria do you have to guide your 
selections? The shortlisted books are often very varied 
and interesting to be looked at with this perspective. 
The Little Rebels Award defines radical writing as literature which is 
informed by anti-discriminatory concerns or which challenges 
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stereotypes and the status quo or which builds children’s awareness 
of issues in society or which promotes social justice. (For the full 
definition, see https://littlerebels.org/submitting-a-book/.) 

The definition of ‘radical’ is deliberately expansive, taking in, for 
example: existentialist musings on identity and individualism in I Am 
Henry Finch (2016 winner); a comedic challenge to stereotypes of 
Muslim families and lives: The Muslims (2018 winner, recast as the 
Planet Omar series); an historical fiction account of the UK’s 
participation in enslavement: Freedom (2019 winner); a picture 
books re-imagining of love and kindness as radical life-affirming 
acts: The Boy Who Loved Everyone (2021 winner). 

Radical writing takes risks. And does so with confidence. It doesn’t 
court the noise and fanfare of book charts, trends, tie-ins, 
merchandise. It is perhaps ‘too’ concerned with its messaging to 
care. Which is not to say that radical children’s works don’t have 
commercial appeal or don’t attract commercial names. Heavyweight 
authors can find their way on to the Little Rebels Award shortlists 
but they probably have to work much harder – or, rather, dare to 
write outside their usual tropes to get there. And radical children’s 
fiction can certainly achieve commercial success in monetary terms, 
attracting domestic and indeed international book deals (as our 
award has shown with The Muslims). But that is never its impetus or 
inspiration. It very often emerges from quieter, unknown voices and 
from smaller indie presses who rarely have a well-resourced 
marketing arm and increasingly can’t squeeze their titles into the 
ever-diminishing children’s book review space in the media. 
Hopefully this is where the Little Rebels Award can provide some 
sticking plasters, ensuring under-recognised books and voices 
receive their slice of the fanfare and, through that process, bringing 
children many more choices in what they read. 

4. How does the award work? 
Every year, the award organisers do a call out for submissions 
which closes at the end of January (for books published in the year 
before). Publishers are contacted directly and there are also open 
invites put out on social media. The shortlist tends to be announced 
in April and can vary in size, from five up to 10 books. We hold an 
awards ceremony in the summer which gives an opportunity to not 
only announce the winner but also to showcase the breadth of 
radical children’s literature through a Q&A with the shortlisted 
authors. The ceremony and panels used to take place as part of the 
wider London Radical Bookfair but have, in the last three years, 
comprised a separate event in order to give a louder voice to 
radical children’s literature in its own right. Of course in the last two 
years the timetable has shifted and the award ceremony has gone 

 

 

 

https://littlerebels.org/submitting-a-book/
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online – the 2021 awards ceremony took take place online in early 
September. 

We’ve been so encouraged by the Little Rebels Award’s 
development over the years. It now has quite a fan base of 
supporters who have been enthusiastic online promoters and the 
interest from schools, librarians and publishers themselves has 
grown year on year. In 2021 147 titles were submitted to the award 
by a total of 46 publishers, an overall increase of 120% on the 
award’s inaugural year in 2012. Last year, the award received 
funding for the very first time from the Marxist Socialist funder, the 
Barry Amiel and Norman Melburn Trust, allowing us to increase the 
award money to £2k, levelling it up with many existing children’s 
book awards. Funding also enabled the creation of eye-catching 
social-media assets which proved absolutely critical when all the 
award news and the ceremony itself needed to migrate online last 
year. Thanks also to CILIP who dedicated seven episodes of their 
new YouTube service, The National Shelf Service (through which 
librarians make book recommendations), to the 2020 shortlist. 

We would like to develop more of course – it would be wonderful to 
be able to fund more physical promotional materials so that, for 
example, libraries can easily showcase the shortlisted titles; we 
remain keen to make the shortlist as available to as wide a range of 
young readers as possible and we know that libraries are the 
perfect conduit for this. We’d also love to see a parallel young adult 
award but, again, that would require substantial funding. Any 
benefactors or trusts keen to be associated with messages of hope, 
resistance, revolution and compassion feel free to get in touch!  

5. Recently we have seen a rise in an interest in what 
is being seen as ‘radical’. Is there a danger that the 
term might become too closely identified with one 
particular aspect of society or with a particular issue? 
The term ‘radical’ is a bit scary to some people, but its etymology is 
the same as for the word ‘radish’ – they both come from the word 
for root. And radishes definitely aren’t scary! Radical thinking and 
radical social movements are ultimately about challenging societal 
norms and shaping change from the ground up. And although 
radical movements can exist anywhere across the political 
spectrum, there is a long-established tradition of left-wing radical 
activism and left-wing radical bookselling, and the Little Rebels 
Award arises out of that tradition. We proudly claim the label 
‘radical’ – in fact it would be nice to think that the prize might 
introduce some younger readers to the idea that radicalism can be 
a positive thing! Many political movements that are considered fairly 
mainstream today were considered dangerously radical when they 
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began – from feminism to LGBT rights to anti-racism. So we think 
it’s important to understand the term in that context.  

When we see conservative commentators today describing social-
justice movements like Black Lives Matter as ‘radical’ in an effort to 
imply they are dangerous or have gone too far, we think it’s all the 
more important to reclaim our understanding of this term. Many 
young people recognise that our society is deeply unequal, still 
mired in deeply rooted systems of oppression, and heading blithely 
towards ecological disaster – and they know that radical ideas are 
urgently needed! 

6. What do you feel – see – as a gap still to be 
addressed? 
In the 2021 prize it was really nice to see submissions exploring 
things like the politics of technology and ethics of AI. Children are 
growing up immersed in social media and digital culture so it’s 
brilliant to see stories which empower young people to think 
critically about those things, without delivering a moral lecture. It 
can be difficult in the slow-moving world of publishing to keep pace 
with these topics, so gaps will always be arising there. 

And there’s definitely still a gap for really radically anti-capitalist 
stories! Environmental fiction is a good example. There are lovely 
books that explore the small ways people can make a difference in 
the world, but not so many that expand this vision beyond 
individual behaviour. It would be nice to see stories that dare to go 
a bit bigger – to really open up questions about the massive 
economic and political systems that have enabled the climate 
catastrophe. A lot of children’s books introduce the idea that 
climate change is a Bad Thing, but sometimes it’s presented as if it’s 
a naturally occurring phenomenon – we’d love to see books that are 
a bit more radical in examining how we got here; stories that really 
encourage children to question the big foundational myths of our 
society – e.g. that economic growth is always a good thing. Smash 
capitalism! 

And why not some anarchist stories too?? Children’s books often 
depict leaders – kings, queens, politicians – who are either 
dictatorial or benevolent – but why not tell stories that do away 
with the entire idea of leaders? Many adults can’t imagine a 
leaderless society. But children have much better imaginations! And 
they are much better seeing things that adults never think about, 
and asking why? 
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8. What are you most proud of? 
The award’s proudest moment was probably Zanib Mian’s win with 
The Muslims, Sweet Apple Publishers, in 2018. The Muslims was 
published by Zanib Mian’s own small publishing house. After it took 
the podium place at the Little Rebels Award, both Hachette UK and 
Penguin Random House USA offered her a series contract. Hachette 
recast The Muslims as the Planet Omar series in April 2019; Penguin 
Random USA followed in February 2020. The series now has four 
titles to its name and Planet Omar: Operation Kind was a World 
Book Day title just this year. Every time Zanib Mian receives yet 
another accolade we feel privileged and honoured to have 
witnessed her very earliest win. And, we are filled with joy that she 
helped demonstrate that radical children’s fiction can be really very 
‘mainstream’ . . .  even stratospheric. 
 

Works cited 
Deacon, Alexis (illus. Viviane Schwarz) (2015) I Am Henry Finch. London: Walker 

Books. 
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Black Beauty 
Jane Badger is the author of Heroines on Horseback: The Pony Book in Children’s 
Literature, and writes on women and the horse. She is the founder of Jane Badger 
Books, which brings classic children’s equine fiction back into print. 

e all know Black Beauty, or at least we think we do. There 
are constant re-imaginings, from the 1970s television 
series The Adventures of Black Beauty to Disney casting 

Black Beauty as an American mare in the 2020 film version. 

The vast majority of us will have read Black Beauty as a children’s 
book. My first copy was bought for me by my grandparents, who 
knew I loved horses. I read it, lying on my stomach on their sitting 
room floor, sobbing at Ginger’s fate, even though the world it 
depicted was one far away from mine. 

When Anna Sewell wrote Black Beauty in 1877, the horse was 
everything. W.J. Gordon, in The Horse World of Victorian London 
(1893), estimated the London horse population as 300,000. It was 
absolutely normal for everyone in the Victorian era to see horses all 
the time, everywhere. Society would have ground to a halt without 
the horse. Today, our world is one of the car; the horse something 
we never see if we live in a town. But Black Beauty is still part of our 
cultural life, still part of every collection of classic children’s 
literature. 

 

From W.J. Gordon The Horse World of Victorian London (1893), Chapter 1. Public 
domain. 

It is a story told by the horse himself. Black Beauty has an idyllic 
foalhood, and his working life starts well at Birtwick Park. But once 
he and the other horses are sold, their long deterioration begins, 
and Anna Sewell shows her readers the panoply of ways in which a 
horse can suffer, from the horrors of Captain as a horse of war to 

 

W 
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the miseries of cab horses in city streets. The experience of a horse 
having its head strapped up with a bearing rein is so vividly 
described that even today, when bearing reins are not generally 
used in the leisure horse world, everyone still knows what they are. 

The book created a revolution in the way the horse was treated. In 
1886, Alfred Saunders in Our Horses, wrote that ‘Bearing-reins are 
less used every year. Miss Sewell’s Black Beauty and the energetic 
appeals and well told facts of Mr. and Mrs. Flower on this subject 
have done wonders.’ The RSPCA added its endorsement to the 1894 
reprint of Black Beauty. 

Black Beauty’s influence spread well beyond Britain. Her book 
(shamelessly pirated by George T. Angell: neither Anna Sewell nor 
her family saw one penny of its mighty sales in America) was 
distributed free to drivers and stablemen in the United States. 
Angell wrote: 

Under Divine Providence, the sending of this book, Black Beauty, 
into every American home may be . . . an important step in the 
progress not only of the American, but the World’s humanity and 
civilization. 

Anna Sewell put herself into the head of the horse and wrote 
directly about how they experienced life in the Victorian horse 
world. In doing so, she created a minor revolution in the world of 
equine literature. At first sight, her book fitted neatly into an already 
existing vein of didactic children’s literature concerned with animals. 
The Memoirs of Dick the Little Poney, published in 1800, make it 
quite clear why the book was written, when Dick says: 

. . . and if my strictures tend to procure more uniform favour to 
my kind . . . I shall not regret that I have written, nor shall my 
history be read without improvement. 

But Black Beauty took off and had a resonance with its reading 
public that Dick and its fellows never achieved. It became the model 
for children’s equine literature for a good 50 years after it was 
published. Title after title appeared in which the horse or pony told 
its own story: Trusty, Our New Forest Pony (1905), The Don and the 
Dancer (1907), Moorland Mousie (1929), and many others until, with 
the disappearance of the working horse, stories focusing on the 
child rather than the pony took over in the 1930s. 

Black Beauty, almost alone, has survived, while its imitators have 
fallen by the wayside. Amongst all those other pony 
autobiographies, there is none, apart from Moorland Mousie, that is 
still in print. 
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Susanna Forrest, in If Wishes Were Horses (2012), learned about the 
cruelties visited on horses as a child listening to Black Beauty on 
cassette tapes, narrated by Angela Rippon, bought by her parents 
to keep her quiet on long car journeys. ‘Into my ears,’ she wrote, 

poured sufferings more vivid than any fairy tale . . . Horses, I 
learned, could not save themselves from abusive humans, but 
must be rescued from these horrors by other, more 
compassionate humans. I needed to be better than Jakes and the 
grand lady at Earlshall, and to be the one that saved Ginger and 
Beauty over and over again. 

Although I have read a great many pony autobiographies, none 
takes hold of me in the way that Black Beauty continues to. I know 
the plot backwards, but still I turn the pages, still I am immersed in 
every disaster, in every triumph. I read it differently now, because I 
am 50 years older than when I wept for Ginger on the sitting room 
floor. Now I can see how wide its reach is, from the top to the 
bottom of society, and I can see how age is no bar to behaving 
badly, or well.  

What I felt, and feel, an immediate sympathy for, is the horse. I feel 
for his powerlessness, see his pride in his job done well, and learn 
with him as he travels through life. Put like that, the book ought to 
be a didactic disaster, but it is not. Anna Sewell manages to cloak a 
horse in humanity, while never losing sight of the fact he is a horse, 
and he suffers, and experiences, what horses do. Anna Sewell 
succeeded in getting inside the head of a horse in a way that is 
recognisable to those who know horses, and of instant appeal to 
those who have never met a horse in their lives. It resonates still 
with both adults and children. 

All its readers for over 150 years have learned what the lady who 
must surely be speaking for Anna Sewell herself, says as she steps 
forward to advise the carter to loosen off the bearing rein: 

. . . we have no right to distress any of God’s creatures without a 
very good reason; we call them dumb animals, and so they are, 
for they cannot tell us how they feel, but they do not suffer less 
because they have no words. 
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Robert Leeson: 
Radical Writer 

Ann Lazim has held various roles in IBBY UK since being part of the group that 
refounded the section in 1995 – secretary, chair, congress co-director – and served on 
the international executive 2004–2008. She gained an MA in Children’s Literature at 
Roehampton University in 2005. Since retiring as Literature and Library Development 
Manager at the Centre for Literacy in Primary Education (CLPE), where she worked for 
29 years, in March 2021, she has been researching and writing in the areas of children’s 
literature and women’s history. Ann Lazim blogs at https://slannt.uk. 

In May 2014 I chaired a panel at the Radical Book Fair in London 
entitled ‘Where Are All The Little Rebels?’, which considered what 
makes a radical children’s book. The members of the panel were 
Kim Reynolds, also a contributor to this issue of IBBYLink, and 
writers Catherine Johnson and Alan Gibbons. The session was 
organised with the collaboration of Letterbox Library in memory of 
Robert Leeson, and his daughter Christine was in the audience. 
When I first joined IBBY in the 1970s, Bob was the treasurer of the 
British Section and I remember him as a very welcoming presence 
at meetings and events and how pleased he was when we revived 
the section in the 1990s. In 1985 he was given the Eleanor Farjeon 
Award, specifically for his reading and writing workshops in schools 
and for his fundraising for the Third World Book Fund, which was 
linked with IBBY, to supply schools and libraries with books. That 
year he also became chair of the Writers’ Guild and his obituary on 
their website describes him as ‘a versatile, pioneering children’s 
author’. 

A symposium was organised in June 2019 at the University of East 
London marking 34 years since the publication of Robert Leeson’s 
Reading and Righting; The Past, Present and Future of Fiction for 
the Young, where he called for a more socially and culturally 
representative children’s literature. His critical work in this volume 
and elsewhere on the lack of inclusivity in children’s literature was 
influential and he addressed this in his own fiction. 

Leeson was literary editor of the Morning Star, demonstrating his 
commitment to left-wing politics. His earliest books were for adults 
and were about the labour and trade-union movement. They 
included Strike, a compilation of personal accounts from 1887 to 
1971 exploring the effects of strikes from the viewpoints of those 
who took part in them, and Travelling Brothers, a history of trade 
unions and their forerunners. 
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An author of more than 70 books for children, he began writing for 
children at a time of increasing awareness of issues around race, sex 
and class in children’s literature and was a significant contributor to 
the debate about this. In ‘What Were We Arguing About?’ originally 
published in Signal and reprinted in Children’s Books and Class 
Society Past and Present he wrote:  

My chief ambition since I began to write children’s books, and 
many years before that, was to write books in which ordinary 
children – children from working-class homes, from the estates, 
from a background like my own – might recognise themselves, 
yet feel the vicarious excitement for which convention deems 
characters from a class apart to be necessary. For I believe that 
only when we have a body of literature which truly reflects its 
own readership, in realist and escapist terms, can we say we are 
not concerned with class any more, but only with people. 

In another essay in the same pamphlet (one of a short series 
published by the Writers and Readers Co-operative and edited by 
the Children’s Rights Workshop who published a journal Children’s 
Book Bulletin and organised the Other Award of which Leeson was 
on the judging panel) he said of class bias in children’s literature: 

It is not too much to claim that radical writers who have in mind 
the needs and aspirations of ordinary people today really set 
going the transformation of the historical and adventure novel 
and continue to enlighten it today. 

The earliest of his own novels have historical themes and the 
publication of these became increasingly interspersed with stories 
with contemporary settings featuring children with working-class 
backgrounds. His first novel, Beyond the Dragon Prow, set in the 
Viking era, features characters who have disabilities. While some of 
the terminology used would not be acceptable now (the main 
character is described as a ‘cripple’), Leeson clearly intended that 
Stiglaf and his companions should have agency in their own lives 
and that of their communities. 

Leeson subsequently wrote an historical trilogy about the 
Cimaroons who escaped slavery, beginning in the mid-sixteenth 
century with ’Maroon Boy, continuing into Jacobean times with Bess 
and ending with The White Horse (1640s–1660). He also wrote a 
non-fiction book for children The Cimaroons. Of the dilemmas to be 
addressed in creating historical fiction he wrote in Children’s 
Literature in Education: 

In each story I have tried to represent background, particularly 
social and economic, as accurately and realistically as my 
understanding of the period can manage. But my preoccupations 
have been 20th-century ones, the fight against the oppression of 
black people, of women, of working people. How far do these 
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belong to a bygone age, how far can sentiments to which we 
have become so accustomed that some people think they belong 
only to our age, find their place in the thoughts and hearts of a 
time, which all exterior evidence seems to suggest is so different 
in its actualities and possibilities from our own? 

Candy for King, set in the 1950s, presumably draws on Leeson’s own 
National Service experience in the army in Egypt. It’s the story of 
soldier Candeford Kitchener who is sent to ‘Sharabia, that middle 
eastern outpost of the free world’. Candy believes it is his ‘duty to 
make friends with the Sharabian people, to be an ambassador for 
the English way of life.’ He takes the former duty more seriously 
than any of his compatriots, and improves conditions for the 
Sharabians working on the camp, becomes ‘a guest in many houses 
in El Shibbuk at the weekends’ and learns their language. After he 
has been accused of starting a local revolt, the truth about his 
parentage emerges. The language in which this is revealed to him 
by Captain Farleigh is no doubt accurate but is used without 
qualification – in particular, the way the soldiers speak about the 
local ‘Sharabian’ women is brutal – and readers need to be capable 
of reading against the text during these passages and to be 
questioning throughout the novel.  

There is a much gentler tone in Harold and Bella, Jammy and Me, set 
immediately before the Second World War, a period coinciding with 
Leeson’s own childhood. Most chapters are concerned with a story 
about an individual child or local character in a working-class 
community in a small northern town, seen through the eyes of the 
narrator.  

The Third Class Genie, which introduces elements of fantasy into a 
contemporary school story, is one of the best known of Robert 
Leeson’s books, originally published in 1975 and issued in a 25th 
anniversary edition as a Collins Modern Classic with an afterword by 
the author. 

There were also two sequels Genie on the Loose and The Last 
Genie. The novel demonstrates the author’s questioning of the way 
history is conventionally taught in Britain. When Abu, the genie who 
modern-day Alec has released from a beer can, helps him 
reconstruct a homework project on the Crusades, he gives the 
Saracen angle on events. Alec is accused by his teacher of ‘rewriting 
history’. Leeson uses humour in a thought-provoking way to 
question from whose point of view history is being told and, in the 
process, whether there can be one historical ‘truth’. Another teacher 
compliments Alec on his interest in Arabian history, commenting 
that, following some years serving in the forces in the Middle East, 
he ‘came to realize that the Arabs have a quite different view of 
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history from ours.’ The story also encompasses issues around 
racism, Abu is seen as an ‘illegal immigrant’, and gentrification – 
working-class families are going to be moved out of their area to 
make way for new ‘executive’ flats. Not only did the content of 
The Third Class Genie enable children from a working-class 
background to ‘see themselves in a book’, it was also affordable as 
it was one of the first children’s books to be published as a 
paperback original at 30p a copy. 

Grange Hill was a ground-breaking TV series set in a comprehensive 
school that started in 1978. Leeson wrote several popular novels 
based on the characters and setting of the series, creating his own 
original stories rather than basing them on the TV scripts. In 
addition to providing challenging and realistic content, Grange Hill 
was an important element in tipping the balance away from fiction 
set in boarding schools.  

Robert Leeson experimented with language and form as well as 
content in his fiction. 

Slambash Wangs of a Compo Gormer was nominated to the IBBY 
Honour List 1990 and the description in the catalogue says:  

Arnold’s only reading material is fighting fantasies (Slambash 
Wangs). Arnold invents, or thinks he does, a world called 
Klaptonia, and half the story takes place there. Robert Leeson 
has invented the whole culture and language of Klaptonia – some 
of the book is written in Klaptonian. This is so skilfully done that 
the book is easy to read in spite of the linguistic fireworks. 

There is a glossary to help understanding of the text. However, the 
book provides a superb lesson is how contextual clues and 
knowledge about language enable readers to unravel meaning. One 
of the criteria for nomination to the IBBY Honour List is that a book 
is recommended for translation. It would be interesting to know 
whether this book was much translated and how translators dealt 
with the Klaptonian language! 

Red, White and Blue has an interesting tripartite structure. Each of 
the three interwoven strands is printed in a different colour as Wain 
writes his schoolwork in black, about his real feelings in red and a 
fantasy story Sylvania Quest in blue. Arthurian legend plays a part in 
the style of Sylvania Quest and in the narrator’s name (Wain is short 
for Gawain) and recurs elsewhere in Leeson’s work. An episode in 
Harold and Bella, Jammy and Me has the protagonists wondering if 
they have found the sleeping King Arthur in a cave. For his own 
retelling of the legends in The Song of Arthur, Leeson goes back to 
early versions in which Arthur was portrayed as a warrior rather 
than a king and uses the bard Taliesin as narrator. 
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In Reading and Righting Leeson noted how the editing and refining 
of folk tales as they were written down lead to women’s roles 
becoming more stereotyped. From the 1970s onwards, a number of 
retellings of stories were published where what may be regarded as 
traditional gender roles were reversed. Alongside this there began 
to appear collections of less-known and rediscovered folk tales 
where women had strong roles. Leeson contributed to this with 
Smart Girls and Smart Girls Forever. These were reissued in 2018 
along with Idle Jack and Why Is the Cow on the Roof? – these four 
volumes, all illustrated in a humorous style by Axel Scheffler, are the 
only books by Robert Leeson currently in print. He also retold a 
selection of tales from the Arabian Nights in My Sister Shahrazad, 
framing and linking the stories with the words of Shahrazad’s sister 
Dunyazad who entered King Shahrayar’s bedchamber too. 

For his retellings of The Story of Robin Hood he went back to the 
earliest versions where Robin was a yeoman, not an Earl with a 
‘fabricated noble pedigree’ with a message that ‘truth, justice and 
courtesy should be defended, if need be against the law, is as valid 
for the present as for the past.’ 

Robert Leeson was an important figure in the move to challenge the 
class bias in children’s literature and create fiction that reflects 
working class lives. Reading and Righting provides a useful history 
of British children’s literature from a radical standpoint and 
deserves rereading. In particular, his description of the issues raised 
and the battles fought around children’s literature in the 1970s is 
worth revisiting as a starting point to reflect on how far (or not) we 
have come since then. 
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A Wild Rebellion 
(Five Steps to Save 
the World, and Why 
Books Are Radical 
Beasts) 

Gill Lewis is a multi-award-winning author who writes about our human relationship 
with the wild world. Her books explore environmental concerns across the globe, from 
conflict mineral mining in the Democratic Republic of Congo, to bear bile farming in 
Laos to raptor persecution in the UK. She’s a rebel writer, having won the UK Little 
Rebels Award and been shortlisted for the prize four times. Her books have won the 
US Green Earth book award (twice) and the German Prize for Environmental Youth 
Literature. She’s getting more rebellious with age and writes from a treehouse in the 
company of spiders. 

Once, there were wolves 
alk with me, deep into this rainforest. The gnarled roots 
of ancient trees dig into rich damp earth alive with a 
myriad of invertebrates and fungi. Shafts of sunlight filter 

down through the canopy, where mist hangs like tree-breath. The 
branches are furred with moss and lichens, heavy with water from 
recent rains. Fill your lungs with this rich clean air. Creatures dart 
between the light and shadow, a flick of a wing and a bird call, a 
swish of a furry tail and a wildcat’s green-eyed stare.  

Remember this place. 

We are not on a tropical latitude, but on the coastal fringes of North 
West Scotland; a Celtic rainforest, bathed and battered by Atlantic 
weather.  

But these are only remnants of a forest clinging on since the ice 
age. Go east as the raven flies and much of the Scottish landscape 
has been deforested over the centuries, for timber, fuel and grazing, 
and more recently burned to produce heather for driven grouse 
shooting. The wilder landscapes have slipped so far from our 
collective memories that we try to preserve degraded habitats 
seeing these as the new normal. Wolves have long slipped into 
folklore. Their wild howl, a faint echo in our heart. 
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The present-day deforestation of the Amazon Rainforest for timber 
and agriculture is accelerating. How long will it take for the Amazon 
rainforests to be erased from collective consciousness too, and for 
the jaguar to become a beast of myth and memory? 

With the age of industrialisation, agriculture and the exploitation of 
resources have intensified, depleting landscapes of habitats and 
depleting habitats of wild flora and fauna. Indigenous people have 
been relocated from wild places. Urbanisation has moved people 
into cities. Wild plants that strive to take hold are stripped out, 
removed by weed killers or mown. An obsession with tidiness has 
created sterile urban landscapes of concrete and plastic grass. 

We have become disconnected from nature, disengaged and 
disempowered. 

We are losing our life support system 

We are losing our home. 

We need a rebellion to bring the wild back 
The disconnection from nature has been slow and steady, with 
shifting baselines between successive generations, an insidious 
regression, knowledge lost over time. A recent study of the use of 
words in a children’s lexicon showed that nature words have been 
slipping away from our collective language. Children have not been 
exposed to these words from the adults around them, or from 
school environments, communities and the media. Words like 
‘acorn’ and ‘bluebell’ have been slowly disappearing.  

With disconnection comes disempowerment. We know the science 
of climate change and biodiversity loss, but we feel removed from 
the root cause. We feel apart from the wild world that sustains us. 
So, what can we do about it? How do we bring about change when 
we are so divided from nature?  

If science is our understanding of the world, then art is our 
emotional connection with it. We can only want to protect 
something we care deeply about.  

We need the arts to bridge the disconnect.  

Books are radical beasts that can rewild us. 

But our first step, is learning to care. 

1. Engagement – learning to love 
To truly learn to love nature we need to experience it and adjust our 
focus to what is around us. The Lost Words illustrated by Jackie 
Morris and with acrostic poems by Robert Macfarlane was written in 
response to studies that showed nature words slipping from our 
language. The Lost Words has been a phenomenal success, 
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reaching many schools, hospitals and care homes. It’s a radical 
book, challenging us to observe in detail the world around us, to be 
astonished at the beauty of bluebells, to wonder at the tumbling 
dance of otters and to see the richness of flowers such as the 
common dandelion, anew. Many school walls are filled with 
children’s poetry and art in response to The Lost Words. 

Books by teenage writers Alex White and Dara McAnulty challenge 
us to see the world on our own doorstep. White’s Get Your Boots 
On encourages young people to have wild adventures from their 
own front door. McAnulty’s Diary of a Young Naturalist gives insight 
into the beauty around us, showing we do not need to travel to see 
incredible wildlife. We can see the extraordinary in the ordinary. We 
can observe and wonder at a diverse functioning ecosystem in a 
bucket pond. 

       
 
Yuval Zommer’s beautiful artwork in his Big Book series engages 
young readers with form and beauty of flora and fauna, with 
enough information to allow curiosity to take the reader on more 
journeys of discovery about the natural world. 

When we learn to love what is around us then we become aware of 
the threats facing wildlife and wild places. 

2. Awareness – beginning to understand 
Non-fiction books provide an informative safe window into the 
world, raising awareness of environmental concerns. Jess French’s 
non-fiction book What a Waste, explores rubbish and recycling and 
how our consumerism impacts upon the planet. 

My own novels use fiction to explore real-life issues. The medium of 
story is a valuable tool, allowing readers to develop empathy with a 
protagonist affected by environmental degradation. Gorilla Dawn 
follows a girl, Imara, and looks at the mining and trade of conflict 
minerals in the Democratic Republic of Congo, and how they impact 
the forests and the people too. In White Dolphin, Kara must try to 
stop the destructive practice of trawling in the bay of her 
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hometown in Cornwall, yet she is pitted against bullies from the 
bigger fishing vessels. Through the eyes of a gamekeeper’s son, 
Sky Dancer challenges landownership, politics and driven grouse 
shooting and the associated persecution of birds of prey in the UK. 

Raising awareness of the issues also identifies obstacles to much 
needed change. Author Lauren St John writes eco-adventures that 
expose corporate greed. Stories can help us recognise the reasons 
why individuals, organisations and governments resist change. We 
can see more clearly through political greenwash and identify self-
interest for the benefits of short-term financial gain, politics and 
power. 

With this knowledge comes critical thinking, to explore and develop 
our own world view. 

3. Reflection – learning to think 
Reading widely allows us to develop our own world view and break 
out from our own echo chambers. We need to challenge our own 
opinions to find weaknesses and strengths. We need time to reflect 
upon what we have learned. 

    

Some books challenge us to think of future worlds where we have 
not heeded the call for change. Sita Brahmachari’s Where the River 
Runs Gold and Bren MacDibble’s How to Bee both explore futures 
where we have lost pollinators. Julia Green, Piers Torday, and Nicola 
Penfold write dystopian worlds with protagonists searching for a 
lost wild. These books allow us to imagine what we could lose, and 
in doing so, give us more urgency for action. 

Poetry is a unique art form that asks questions of us, makes us think 
more deeply and look at the world a different way. It can transform 
our relationship with the natural world. The anthology of 
Poems from a Blue and Green Planet, curated by Sabrina Mahfouz, 
offers rich work from a wide range of poets and writers celebrating 
voices past and present, from sonnets to haikus. 
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Understanding the world around us, and hearing others’ voices 
speaking up for the wild gives us courage to use our own voice. 

4. Empowerment – finding courage 
Empowerment comes from having the courage to have our own 
voice heard and raising others’ voices too.  

But not all voices are heard. Some are marginalised and silenced. 
For too long, conservation has been seen through the Western lens. 
Indigenous people and people of colour are often disproportionality 
affected by the effects of climate change and biodiversity loss, and 
yet their voices are seldom heard. In some countries, many face 
imprisonment and threat to life if they challenge governments, 
corporations and groups intent on environmental destruction. 
Conservationist and youth activist Mya-Rose Craig has curated 
stories from young activists around the world. Her recent book, 
We Have a Dream amplifies the voices of indigenous people and 
people of colour. Craig says: ‘I believe that to protect the 
environment is to leverage the input and contribution of as many 
people as possible.’ 

Collective voices give us all courage. We have seen the huge effect 
Greta Thunberg has had to inspire and empower others. 

Sometimes, we can feel overwhelmed by the tasks ahead of us. 
Linda Newbery’s book This Book Is Cruelty Free explores ethical 
debates on animal cruelty and environmental justice. In a non-
judgemental way, Newbery shows how we can use bigger platforms 
to campaign and speak truth to power, but we can also all 
undertake smaller everyday actions to make a real difference to 
bring about change. 

5. Taking Action – bringing about change 
Empowerment is the precursor of change. Stories have the ability to 
show how change can happen. In the picture book Clean Up!, 
written by Nathan Byron and illustrated by Dapo Adeola, we meet 
Rocket who is dismayed to find a turtle tangled in plastic on the 
beach. She is horrified that no one else seems to see the litter 
everywhere, but through the story she raises awareness and 
encourages others to join her and take action to clean up the beach. 
In doing so, she brings a community together. The story has the 
ability to inspire readers to start their own beach clean. 

Sometimes books plant the seeds of change. The Promise, written 
by Nicola Davies and illustrated by Laura Carlin, sees the rewilding 
of cities not only for biodiversity but also for mental health and 
community. Davies’ lyrical text makes us yearn for urban trees. 
‘Green spread through the city like a song, breathing to the sky, 
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drawing down rain like a blessing.’ The Promise has initiated the 
planting of trees across schools and cities. It’s part of a green 
uprising. 

There will be wolves 
We are in a biodiversity and climate crisis and we must bring about 
urgent change. 

The United Nations has declared the next ten years as a decade of 
rewilding across the world, not only on land but beneath the sea. 
Nature restoration projects are expanding across many places, 
including Scotland, bringing rich habitats bursting with biodiversity. 
At the moment, political will in the UK is too timid to consider the 
reintroduction of wolves, even though they have been reintroduced 
in many countries in Europe. But who knows, maybe we will 
become brave enough to let them step out of folktales and into our 
lives again. 

Maybe one day we will walk through a Celtic rainforest and hear a 
distant rising howl, and our hearts will quicken with the return of the 
wild. 

Wolves howl to communicate with each other, to summon each 
other and to protect each other. 

We need to be more wolf. 

We need to be brave. 

Writing is a rebellious and dangerous act, and books are fierce and 
radical beasts. Books can rewild hearts and minds. They can speak 
truth to power, and challenge an unsustainable status quo. Books 
have the capacity to empower us and give us agency, and if they 
can do that, then, together, we may be able to bring about a wild 
rebellion. 

Together, we can change the world. 
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Exhibition Review 
 

Alice: Curiouser and Curiouser 
An ‘immersive and mind-bending journey down the rabbit hole’ 
The Sainsbury Gallery at the Victoria & Albert Museum, Cromwell Road, South 
Kensington, London SW72RL. Saturday 22 May 2021 – Friday 31 December 2021.  
https://www.vam.ac.uk/exhibitions/alice-curiouser-and-curiouser.  

esigned by award-winning Tom Piper, this ambitious and 
well worth waiting for exhibition delayed by 14 months due 
to the Covid-19 pandemic lockdowns, celebrates 157 years 

since Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland (1865) by Lewis Carroll was 
published. From his original handwritten Wonderland manuscript 
(1864) to stage costumes, digital projections and interactive 
displays, the Pop Culture of the 1960s and 1970s, the Surrealists and 
the Psychedelic artists to Alice branding, like the Victorian biscuit 
tins on display, the cultural impact of Alice and its sequel Through 
the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found There (1871), both texts 
never being out of print, is fully explored and reveals the ways that 
it invites originality in many forms. 

The immersive descent into the V&A’s below ground level Sainsbury 
Gallery represents the rabbit hole down which Alice tumbles after 
she falls asleep. At the bottom, visitors can learn about Alice’s 
inception in Victorian Oxford where Lewis Carroll, pseudonym of 
Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (1832–1898) was a mathematics lecturer 
and ordained deacon in the Church of England. A photograph 
(1872) on display of the real Alice Liddell (1852–1934), a self-
confident looking, firm-jawed 20 year old, was taken by the great 
Victorian photographer Julia Margaret Cameron (1815–1879). 
Dodgson, an accomplished amateur photographer took several 
pictures, as we see, of Alice as a child. 

Playfulness is a key element in this exhibition that reflects 
Dodgson’s enjoyment in wordplay and games, and logic puzzles. 
Many of the characters in Wonderland are playing cards, while some 
of those in Looking-Glass are chess-set pieces, their moves, more or 
less, ‘following the laws of the game’ (1911: ix) and both are 
populated by characters, some anthropomorphic, intent on wrong-
footing Alice with their puns and abrupt changes of subject. 
Dodgson enjoyed parodying the then well-known didactic poems 
and songs for children that, together with excerpts from the stories, 
as we hear, are fun read aloud. There are amusing hands-on devices 
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too, such as the contraption that lengthens Alice’s neck (seen in 
Tenniel’s illustration, 1928: 15), when the handle is turned. 

Dodgson first met Alice, aged four, in Oxford where her father was 
Dean of Christ’s Church, and this exhibition recalls that ‘golden 
afternoon’ some six years later on the river when Dodgson told 
Alice the story of her namesake’s adventures. On display is the 
handwritten manuscript, bound and presented to her by Dodgson 
called Alice’s Adventures Under Ground (1864), featuring his 
charming but rather naïve drawings. Dodgson’s poem ‘All in the 
Golden Afternoon’ first appeared as the preface to the extended 
story retitled Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland (1865) with 
Dodgson’s drawings replaced, with his consent, by those of 
illustrator and political cartoonist John Tenniel (1820–1914), all of 
which are on display together with processes used to print them. 

This is both an entertaining and informative exhibition that places 
Dodgson’s stories within the context of the times in which they 
were written. We are reminded, for instance, of the ways the stories 
reflect technological advances while the evolutionary theories 
propounded by British-born geologist and naturalist Charles Darwin 
(1809–1882) in The Origin of Species (1859) was a particular 
influence. The first version of Wonderland was completed five years 
after Darwin’s publication, and we see the concept of change and 
the relativity of things in Alice’s frequent changes in size, while 
characters in both Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass 
make her question her very existence. In the latter, for instance, in 
which Alice learns to cope with ‘the effects of living backwards’ 
(1911: 95), there is the terrifying prospect of being snuffed out like a 
candle (1911: 81–82). The old certainties of religion and the physical 
world were being questioned, although, satisfyingly, Alice’s own 
self-belief – she is surely a proto feminist – always wins through. 

Referencing the Darwinian theory of the ‘survival of the fittest’, and 
particularly poignant, is the skeleton on display of a dodo, an 
ungainly, flightless bird, extinct by the end of the seventeenth 
century, but happily immortalised in Wonderland as an 
anthropomorphised character in the chapter ‘A Caucus-Race and a 
Long Tale’ (1928: 30–42). In the same display case, we are 
reminded, via a model steam railway engine, of the development of 
railway travel in the Victorian era that meant that many people were 
becoming more mobile, including Alice who takes an eventful train 
journey in Looking-Glass (1911: 49–55). 

Also on display are some very individual takes on Wonderland that 
may challenge those who see Tenniel’s illustrations as definitive. 
They do, however, provide us with fresh, exciting perspectives. 
There is Spanish-born Surrealist (1904–1989) Salvador Dali’s 
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hauntingly beautiful imagery with its disconnected and spacious 
landscapes vibrantly coloured as in A Mad Tea Party (1969), and 
there is Welsh author and illustrator (b. 1936) Ralph Steadman’s 
original scratchy pen-and-ink drawings, like the depiction of a 
manic, pot-bellied, bowler hatted White Rabbit (1967). An eye-
catching psychedelic poster (1967) by American abstract artist 
Joseph McHugh (b. 1939), featuring in capital letters the quote 
WE’RE ALL MAD (1911: 93), shows the Cheshire Cat, here 
represented by a photograph of an impressive black, long-haired 
puss, not a bit anthropomorphic in appearance, wearing an 
enigmatic smile rather than a grin, unlike Tenniel’s maniacal feline 
(1928: 92), and with a disconcerting stare from eyes that have blood 
red pupils. This, against a jazzy, eye-dazzling background, suggests 
the giddiness that the cat’s appearing and disappearing habit has 
on Alice (1928: 95). 

Alice has been filmed several times during the twentieth and 
twenty-first centuries. On display is American artist, animator and 
designer Mary Blair’s original artwork and storyboards for Walt 
Disney’s 1951 animated film Alice in Wonderland, that is also 
screened at the exhibition, and there is a British 1903 silent version 
of Alice using a cast of actors and camera trickery, a curiosity not 
without charm, partly restored and held by the British Film Institute 
(BFI). Also featured is American Tim Burton’s 2010 reimagining, 
with actors and visual effects, of the story with Alice, now a 19 year 
old, reunited with some of the Wonderland and Looking-Glass 
characters, and, among other costumes displayed, is cast member 
Johnny Depp’s splendid Mad Hatter outfit designed by Oscar 
winner Colleen Atwood (b. 1948). 

The use of digital interactive projections transport the visitor to 
some of the settings of Alice’s various encounters. Perhaps the 
most ingenious and graphically satisfying is the interpretation of 
The Pool of Tears in Wonderland (1928: 15–29) with the words of the 
text, representing Alice’s tears, falling from the pages into a ‘pool’. 
Elsewhere, distorting mirrors and a floor made up of receding black 
and white squares, ‘just like a large chess-board’ (1911: 38), combine 
to create a dazzling, disorientating effect to cleverly suggest 
something of Alice’s own feelings in Looking-Glass (1911: 95). It was 
for this story that Tenniel created Alice’s ‘iconic and much imitated 
look’ of the stripy stockings and the ‘Alice’ hairband. 

From the Victorian era onwards, Alice in Wonderland has been 
staged many times, one of several production posters on display 
advertising a dramatised version as ‘a musical dream play’ (1886) at 
The Prince of Wales Theatre, London, while in the twenty-first 
century we see the innovative ways that dance, including ballet, has 
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adapted Dodgson’s story. From fashion design and photography, 
that echo the exhibition’s phantasmagorical theme, to a film about 
ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) at CERN, the European 
Organisation for Nuclear Research, describing the function of the 
underground laboratory, sometimes called a ‘rabbit hole’, for 
exploring the physics of matter, all demonstrate the phenomenal 
influence that Alice continues to have. This innovative exhibition will 
surely inspire children and grown-ups alike to reread, or perhaps 
read for the first time, Dodgson’s stories that are a fundamental part 
of our British literary heritage and far beyond.  

A lavishly illustrated hardback book: Alice: Curiouser and Curiouser, 
published by the V&A, is available at £35. 
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